WET&DRY VACUUM CLEANER
INSTRUCTION MANUAL
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●Please read the manual clearly before your using and keep it
properly for future using

Dust shaking button

Handle
Head cover

Power switch
Hose slot
Barrel buckle
Barrel cover

Suction mouth

Barrel

Base

Caster
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Accessories:

Plastic tube

2 plastic tube

Cloth filter

Floor brush

2 in 1 nozzle

Sponge filter

Functional operation instructions
1. Remove the product and accessories from the box and check that the
accessories and equipment are in good condition
2. Loosen the buckles, pick up the main part, remove the attachment from the
dust collector, and check if the filter is installed in place.
3. There are special screws and gaskets in the package,fix the casters to the
axle of the base with screws and gaskets.
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4.Connect one end of the hose assembly to the suction nozzle and the other
end to the suction attachment.
5. Plug in the power cord, press the power switch and start vacuuming.
6. When insufficient suction is found in the process of vacuuming, close the
suction port and press the dust shaking button for many times to realize the
function of dust shaking by counter-airflow and improve the suction.
7. When using the water absorption function, remove the filter and install the
sponge filter to ensure normal water absorption of the machine.
8. How to use dust shake function:
① Vacuuming work every 1-2 minutes to use the dust shake function.
② When using the dust shake function, don't turn off the power, you must first
block the suction port.
③ Block the suction port and press the shake button for 1 second, then
release, press, repeat this process 10 times.
9. Product installation drawing:
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Blowing

Dust collection

function

Dust shake function
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Use requirements
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Do not use the machine in the combustible and explosive places in case
the motor spark causes fire
Do not jam the air inlet mouth, in case temperature rises and damages
the motor
Do not collect combustible and explosive objects such as glowing
cigarettes, gasoline, etc.
Do not collect sharp objects
Do not collect objects which can easily attach on the filter such as
calcareousness powder, gesso and graphite powder. Because those will block
the ventilation and damage the motor.
Turn off the machine and remove the plug each time after using or when
being repaired.
Keep the machine away from strong sunlight and high temperature
places in case its plastic is distorted.
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Cleaning and maintenance
Please turn off the power switch first and pull out the power plug of the
cleaning filter before maintenance. Take out the filter and flush with water. It is
recommended to flush the filter under the tap.Flush the dust on the filter. Put
the filter in a well ventilated place and dry it naturally for storage and next use.

⚫ Shake off the moisture and dry it completely( in order to prevent peculiar smell or
blockage)
⚫ Do not dry it with air blower and other hot wind( in order to prevent deformation
and fault).
⚫ It is prohibited to use detergent, bleaching agent, diluents, alcohol, etc.( in order
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to avoid crack, color change, etc)

Fault Analysis
Fault

Probable cause

Treatment

1.Check whether the power
1.Reinsert the plug into the
plug is firmly inserted into the
Machine operation

socket.
socket.

failure

2.Ensure that there is
2.Check whether there is
electricity of the power socket.
electricity of the power socket.
1.Check whether the floor

1.Remove the blockage in

brush, hose and additional pipe time.
Weakening of
are blocked.

2. Reassemble in place.

suction
2.Check whether the dustbin
and main part are well
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3. Clean or replace filter.

assembled.
3.Check whether the filter is
blocked.

Abnormal noise

1.Check whether the filter is

1.Please remove the garbage

blocked.

and maintain the filter

Please send the machine to our maintenance center if the fault cannot be
eliminated according to the above methods. Users are prohibited to disassemble the
machine by themselves.
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